Print-and-Assemble Tuck Box for the

Savage Worlds Adventure Deck

To trim from the printed side of the box, be sure the On-Box Trim Guide layer is turned on in Acrobat and print only the first page of this document to a piece of cardstock.

To trim from the unprinted side of the box, be sure the On-Box Trim Guide layer is turned off and the On-Back Trim Guide layer is turned on in Acrobat. Print both pages double-sided onto one piece of cardstock.

In either case, score along the dotted lines and cut along the solid lines. Apply adhesive to the printed side of the rightmost tab and attach to the interior side of the leftmost side.

Note: This box is designed for the original 54-card set. If you have expanded your collection or have many promotional cards, use the Expanded Adventure Deck Tuck Box.